
Case Study:
Real Estate



About 
Foxtons

Foxtons (FTSE 250) is London’s leading 
estate agent, dealing with a range of 
property services including sales, 
renting and letting properties.



A Lean Synopsis

The Challenge
Foxtons was interested in improving their 
lead generation, specifically looking to 
increase the number of property valuations 
with an improved website user experience. 
However, there were limitations with the 
availability of internal resources.

The Result
LeanConvert increased completed 
valuation forms by 22% and added a 
new feature integration for a better 
customer experience.
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Foxtons wanted to improve conversion 
from the online valuation form (both  in 
terms of quantity and quality).

Foxtons wanted to deliver an accurate 
online valuation quote for prospects 
who’d completed the form.



Platform Agnostic

Encyclopedic knowledge of A/B testing platforms to 
help clients find the right solutions.

Lean UX

Cross-vertical expertise on forms, delivering more 
conversions through improved UX.

Cross-Functional

Seamless integration with clients’ development, 
marketing and analytical teams.

Instant Payback

Proven ability to deliver impactful business results fast. 
The service more than pays for itself.

Why 
LeanConvert?



Lean Approach
Foxtons is continually striving to improve their customer-centric approach. The partnership 

with LeanConvert enables them to outlearn the competition and accelerate growth.

People & Process

Data

Outcomes

● Lean framework
● Impact mapping
● Design
● Tech development 

● Qualified leads 
● Marketing analytics
● Rapid test iterations
● Validation of APIs

● Increased sales leads 
● Enhanced data capture 
● Omni-channel journeys
● Customer satisfaction



Valuation Form Design

LeanConvert designed, delivered, and 
executed on multiple variants of the valuation 

form, iterating to find the most impactful 
version. This culminated in a test that delivered 

a statistically robust, high impact result.

The potential commission from a valuation lead 
that converts to a property sale or let is high, 
so every new customer is extremely valuable.

 22% increase in completed valuations.

89% reduction in invalid details being 

entered during valuation process.

”Testing proved that delivering more value 
online doesn’t stop people from getting in 
touch. Rather, it draws them deeper into 
the process and encourages the serious 
sellers to move onto the next stage and 
request a face-to-face valuation.“

Tim Axon
Managing Director of LeanConvert



Integrating Zoopla’s Online Valuation

Working alongside Foxtons’ development team, 
LeanConvert was able to rapidly build and 

iterate a new online valuation plugin.

 Integrating this 3rd party API into the 
valuation funnel gave the Foxtons’ customers 

an instant and bespoke valuation. 

This significantly increased the volume of leads 
Foxtons could acquire from their valuation form, 

powering their outbound sales team’s lead 
pipeline.

Improved customer experience with the 
integration of a 3rd party tool into the new 

user journey.

”Testing proved that delivering more value 
online doesn’t stop people from getting in 
touch. Rather, it draws them deeper into 
the process and encourages the serious 
sellers to move onto the next stage and 
request a face-to-face valuation.“

Tim Axon
Managing Director of LeanConvert



Leanconvert Unlocks Value

The valuation form’s design and functionality were 
considerably improved, yielding a 22% uplift in 
conversions and an 89% reduction in false information.

Leanconvert’s Ongoing Effect

Foxtons has embraced the importance of an 
experimentation culture, as well as the rewards of 
iterative design and accelerated product implementation.

Clicks To Bricks Service

Contrary to some initial hesitations, providing detailed 
online valuations did not have a negative impact on demand 
for in-person services. This digital space has only become 
more important for Foxtons in the midst of COVID-19.Leaning In



Working with LeanConvert has helped us to achieve a significant 
uplift in both conversion and ROI, and we’ve undoubtedly 
benefited from their clear strategy, insight and experience. But, 
perhaps more significantly, their ability to be an extension of our 
in-house marketing department and to champion a culture of 
experimentation across our business has been invaluable. This 
has been pivotal in transforming the way Foxtons operates. 

Put simply, LeanConvert have the capability to plug a knowledge 
or resource gap in a wide range of business areas, be it design, 
strategy, development, analysis, or all of the above. 

- Steve Rodgers, Marketing Director at Foxtons

“
Steve Rodgers

Marketing Director at Foxtons


